Sucrose accumulation in developing sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) is accompanied by a continuous synthesis and cleavage of sucrose in the storage tissues. Despite numerous studies, the factors affecting sucrose accumulation are still poorly understood, and no consistent pattern has emerged which pinpoints certain enzyme activities as important controlling steps. Here, we develop an approach based on pathway analysis and kinetic modelling to assess the biochemical control of sucrose accumulation and futile cycling in sugar cane. By using the concept of elementary flux modes, all possible routes of futile cycling of sucrose were enumerated in the metabolic system. The available kinetic data for the pathway enzymes were then collected and assembled in a kinetic model of sucrose accumulation in sugar cane culm tissue. Although no data were fitted, the model agreed well with independent experimental results : in no case was the difference between calculated and measured fluxes and concentrations greater than 2-fold. The model thus validated was then used to assess different enhancement strategies
INTRODUCTION
Dry matter accumulation and sucrose content increase sharply within the top internodes in developing sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) [1] [2] [3] . The increase in sucrose content during internode maturation coincides with a repartitioning of carbon from insoluble matter and respiration towards sucrose storage [3] . Sucrose accumulation is not merely a function of time, since the rate of accumulation significantly increases between young and more mature internodes [3, 4] . Although it is well known that significant differences in sucrose content are evident between different sugar cane varieties, the biochemical basis for this is still poorly understood.
Traditionally, identification of key regulatory reactions in metabolism was based on the assumptions that these would be largely irreversible, that the enzymes would be regulated and reciprocal changes in flux and substrate concentrations would be evident. However, it is now obvious that this approach is very limited because it does not consider the correlation between enzyme activity and actual flux within the system [5] . The severe limitation by this traditional approach is evident from the numerous examples of unexpected effects where specific genes were genetically manipulated in plants.
Current knowledge about sucrose accumulation in sugar cane is largely based on the traditional approach. Sucrose is accumulated against a gradient, the energy for which is provided Abbreviation used : hexokinase(Glc), hexokinase (glucose phosphorylating). 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail jr!maties.sun.ac.za).
for increasing sucrose accumulation. First, the control coefficient of each enzyme in the system on futile cycling of sucrose was calculated. Secondly, the activities of those enzymes with the numerically largest control coefficients were varied over a 5-fold range to determine the effect on the degree of futile cycling, the conversion efficiency from hexoses into sucrose, and the net sucrose accumulation rate. In view of the modelling results, overexpression of the fructose or glucose transporter or the vacuolar sucrose import protein, as well as reduction of cytosolic neutral invertase levels, appear to be the most promising targets for genetic manipulation. This offers a more directed improvement strategy than cumbersome gene-by-gene manipulation. The kinetic model can be viewed and interrogated on the World Wide Web at http :\\jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za.
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by respiration. It is evident that sucrose accumulation is accompanied by a continuous cleavage and synthesis of sucrose during accumulation of sucrose in storage tissue [3, 6, 7] and cellsuspension cultures [8] . Numerous studies on enzyme activities that can potentially be important in these processes have been carried out, but no consistent pattern has emerged from these studies. In some varieties, soluble acid invertase activity decreases sharply during maturation [9] [10] [11] , in others this is not evident [12] . Sucrose phosphate synthase activity is sometimes induced [4] or remains constant [11] . Sucrose synthase can either increase [13] or decrease [4] . Currently, a model that predicts that sucrose accumulation is dependent on a system in which sucrose phosphate synthase activity exceeds that of acid invertase is favoured [11] . However, the complexity of the system and all the potential permutations makes it virtually impossible to identify the reactions that could be good targets for genetic manipulation in an attempt to increase the sucrose load.
Instead of a cumbersome gene-by-gene manipulation strategy, we have followed a strategy based on pathway analysis (e.g. [14, 15] ) and kinetic modelling (e.g. [16, 17] ) to study sucrose accumulation in sugar cane. In a first approach using elementary modes [18] , all possible routes of futile cycling (synthesis and breakdown) of sucrose were determined. Subsequently, we developed a detailed kinetic model to investigate factors determining sucrose accumulation and futile cycling. Such a model could be an invaluable tool to predict the most likely control points of processes that lead to sucrose accumulation. Substantial information is already available [3] to validate the performance of such a model. Using the model, we are able to assess different manipulation strategies on their potential to enhance sucrose accumulation and select the most promising ones.
METHODS

Metabolic system delineation
The present study deals with sucrose accumulation by the sugar cane culm. The photosynthetic product sucrose is transported in the phloem from the leaves to the culm, where it is off-loaded, hydrolysed, and a significant portion taken up as glucose and fructose [19] . In the cytoplasm of the culm cells, sucrose is synthesized in a number of reactions (summarized in Figure 1) , and the sucrose is transported into the vacuole where it is accumulated. To restrict the model to those reactions directly involved in sucrose synthesis and accumulation, we lumped all reactions of the lower part of glycolysis from fructose 6-phosphate into a single reaction block.
Elementary mode analysis
Elementary flux modes were calculated with the computer program METATOOL [20] .
Numerical methods
Steady-state calculations of the kinetic models were performed on an IBM-compatible personal computer with the metabolic
Figure 1 Sucrose accumulation in sugar cane culm tissue
Reactions : 1, fructose (Fru) uptake ; 2, glucose (Glc) uptake ; 3, hexokinase(Glc) ; 4, hexokinase (fructose phosphorylating) ; 5, fructokinase ; 6, sucrose phosphate synthase ; 7, sucrose phosphate phosphatase ; 8, sucrose synthase ; 9, invertase ; 10, glycolysis ; 11, vacuolar sucrose import. Reaction 6 is defined forward in the direction of sucrose 6-phosphate (Suc6P) synthesis, and has a stoichiometry of 2 for HexP (fructose 6-phosphate and UDP-glucose). Reaction 8 is defined forward in the direction of sucrose (Suc) synthesis. The hexose phosphate pool was considered as an equilibrium block comprising UDP-glucose, glucose 1-phosphate, glucose 6-phosphate and fructose 6-phosphate. HexP, hexose phosphates ; subscript ' ex ', extracellular ; subscript ' vac ', vacuolar. modelling program WinScamp [21] . The calculations were checked with Gepasi [22] .
Kinetics of enzyme-catalysed reactions
The differential equations describing the time-dependence of the variable metabolite concentrations, as well as the rate equations used for simulating the enzyme-catalysed reactions, are summarized in the Appendix.
Model parameters
The kinetic parameters used for the model are summarized in Table 1 . Values for kinetic constants were taken from the literature where available, and estimated otherwise as indicated in the Table. Maximal enzyme activities were taken as determined for culm tissue from internode 5, reflecting medium-mature tissue. For conversion, 1 g (fresh weight) of tissue was assumed to correspond to an intracellular volume of 700 µl [3] , with 10 % cytoplasmic and 90 % vacuolar volume [23] .
In order for the model to be able to calculate a steady state, the concentrations of the terminal boundary metabolites (source and sink) need to be fixed. We entered these as measured in internode 5 tissue. In addition, the cofactors ATP, ADP and UDP, as well as phosphate, were not modelled as explicit system variables, but their concentrations were entered as constants. The fixed metabolite concentrations are summarized in Table 2 .
Control analysis
Metabolic control analysis is a quantitative framework originally developed by Kacser and Burns [24] and Heinrich and Rapoport [25] to quantify the control of the steady-state behaviour of metabolic systems. The extent to which any catalytic step (e.g. an enzyme-catalysed reaction) controls a steady-state metabolic variable (flux or concentration) is quantified by a control coefficient, which, for a step i of the system, is defined [26] as :
where y is the steady-state variable, and p i is any parameter that affects step i specifically (e.g. the concentration of enzyme i or a specific inhibitor for step i). Subscript p k indicates that the other parameters p k remain constant and that the entire system relaxes to a new steady state after a change in p i ; subscript s j ,p k indicates that the change in the rate i of the independent step i is considered locally at constant reactant and product concentrations [27] .
In the present paper we use control analysis to identify those steps that most significantly affect futile cycling of sucrose.
RESULTS
Isotope-labelling studies have revealed significant futile cycling in sucrose-accumulating sugar cane tissue, in that approx. 30 % of the sucrose synthesized is re-hydrolysed to glucose and fructose [3] . Futile cycling is an energetically expensive process, because nucleoside triphosphates are required in a number of steps (ATP in the hexokinase and fructokinase reactions, and UTP for the synthesis of UDP-glucose, which is a substrate of the sucrose phosphate synthase and sucrose synthase reactions). A significant percentage of futile cycling of sucrose might, therefore, lead to reduced sucrose accumulation. In contrast, if futile cycling of sucrose could be reduced, this might lead to improved sucrose accumulation and agricultural yields.
The metabolic system of sucrose synthesis ( Figure 1 ) is highly branched. It is difficult to predict by inspection the flux distribution through this system for different conditions, let alone the factors that determine this distribution. A useful tool in our analysis was the concept of an elementary flux mode, defined as a non-decomposable set of reactions that can carry a steady-state flux in a metabolic system [18] . Any steady-state flux distribution can be written as a linear combination of different elementary flux modes, and moreover, the full set of elementary modes is uniquely defined for every metabolic system. A complete elementary mode analysis will : (i) show up all the futile cycles in the system ; (ii) determine all possible routes from a given pathway substrate to a product ; and (iii) predict which metabolic 
Mode number
Sequence of steps Net reaction routes produce the product with the highest molar yield. It is therefore possible to distinguish between higher-yielding and lower-yielding pathways, should these exist. We used the computer program METATOOL [20] to calculate all elementary flux modes for the sucrose system ( Table 3 ). The first remarkable result is that five of the 14 modes (1-5) are futile cycles, not leading to any product. In one of these (mode 1) the sucrose synthase reaction proceeds in the direction of sucrose synthesis, whereas in two others (modes 2 and 3) the enzyme works in the other direction. In all futile cycle modes sucrose is synthesized and broken down again [either by invertase (modes 1, 4 and 5) or by sucrose synthase (modes 2 and 3)]. Strictly speaking, the net reaction of the futile cycles is not zero, but rather hydrolysis of ATP into ADP (Figure 1, reactions 3-5) , or UTP to PPi (reactions 6 and 8), or both. This is not apparent in Table 3 since we treated those cofactors as constants and did not include them explicitly in the stoichiometric analysis ; however, it emphasizes the fact that futile cycling of sucrose is an energetically expensive process.
The remaining elementary modes either break down hexoses in glycolysis (modes 6-8) or synthesize sucrose from hexoses (modes 9-14). As expected, two hexose moieties are always required for sucrose synthesis ; these can both originate from fructose (modes 9, 10, 12 and 13), or both from glucose (mode 11), or one from each of them (mode 14).
While an elementary mode analysis will point out futile cycles and optimal conversion pathways for product synthesis, it cannot ascertain which factors will influence the flux distribution in a metabolic network and cause a shift from one mode to another, since it considers only stoichiometric information. Yet metabolic behaviour depends not only on stoichiometry, but also on thermodynamics and kinetics. To understand the dynamics of sucrose accumulation more fully, we combined the known kinetic and thermodynamic information of the enzymes involved into a detailed kinetic model (see the Appendix). The values of the steady-state properties as calculated by the model are summarized [3] in Table 4 for the parameter set of Table 1 . Importantly, in agreement with experimental results [3] , the model predicts significant futile cycling of sucrose, in that 22 % of the sucrose synthesized is broken down again by invertase, J * \(J * jJ "" ) l 0.22. We have subsequently coded the kinetic model in Java and Mathematica, so that it can be viewed and interrogated live on the World Wide Web from our research group's website at http :\\jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za.
The kinetic model described here assembles the known kinetic and thermodynamic data for all the different enzymes into a whole. This does not mean a priori that any results calculated by the model will be an accurate reflection of experimentally observed reality. The model first needs to be validated and its performance assessed by comparing it with independent experimental observations. Table 5 compares the fluxes and steadystate concentrations of the variable metabolites calculated by the model with those determined experimentally in sugar cane culm tissue. In general, the values agreed well (in all cases, model and experiment differed by less than a factor of two). It should be emphasized that no model parameters were fitted ; the kinetic data were taken from the literature and entered directly into the model, after which the calculated fluxes and concentrations were compared with independent experimental data.
Having developed a kinetic model that describes the metabolism of sucrose accumulation in sugar cane culm, we next investigated which of the reactions would have the greatest effect on futile cycling of sucrose, i.e. the partitioning of flux between sucrose accumulation into the vacuole (Figure 1, reaction 11 ) and sucrose hydrolysis by invertase (reaction 9). We assessed these effects by calculating (using the model) for each step i its futile cycling control coefficient C i J * /J "" (see eqn 1 for general definition). Note that C i J * /J "" l C i J *kC i J "". The values for the futile cycling control coefficients calculated by the model are summarized in Figure 2 . The steps for fructose uptake, glucose uptake, hexokinase (glucose phosphorylating) [hexokinase(Glc)], invertase and vacuolar sucrose accumulation had the greatest
Figure 2 Futile cycling control coefficients
For each step, the value of the futile cycling control coefficient C i J 9 / J 11 was calculated as described in the text. The value, as calculated by the model, is indicated alongside the arrow for the respective reaction. The control coefficient describes to what extent that step controls the flux partitioning between neutral invertase (reaction 9) and sucrose accumulation (reaction 11). Abbreviations defined in Figure 1 legend. effect on the futile cycling ratio. Fructose and glucose uptake, as well as vacuolar sucrose accumulation, had negative control coefficients, implying a decreased J * \J "" (and therefore decreased futile cycling of sucrose) upon an increase in the activity of those
Figure 3 Effect of manipulating enzyme activities on sucrose accumulation and futile cycling
For each step shown, the V max was increased or decreased up to 5-fold from its reference level (Table 1) particular steps. Conversely, hexokinase(Glc) and invertase had positive control coefficients, implying increased futile cycling upon an increase in those steps ' activity.
So far we have identified the reactions with the greatest control on futile cycling of sucrose. It is an important question what would happen to the behaviour of the system should one or more of these reactions now be manipulated. Because control coefficients are defined using infinitesimal changes around an asymptotically stable steady state, their values for one specific steady state are not generally extrapolatable to more distant steady states. Hence, when increasing an enzyme activity by, say, 3-fold, it is generally impossible to calculate the new steady state only from the control coefficients and the reference steady state. Here, kinetic modelling is an extremely powerful tool, because it enables one to explore ' what if ? ' scenarios by changing one or more model parameters and calculating the resultant behaviour. We applied this approach to those steps in our system targeted by the control analysis (i.e. the steps predicted to have the greatest effect on futile cycling of sucrose). We increased the activities of the steps with negative C J * /J "" As predicted by the control coefficients, the manipulations in enzyme activity led to a decrease in futile cycling in all cases (Figure 3) . The increase in the activity of the fructose uptake step (Figure 3a) and the decrease in the activity of hexokinase-(Glc) (Figure 3c ) led to a concomitant increase in the conversion efficiency, i.e. the percentage of hexoses converted into sucrose ; this percentage remained more or less constant for the other cases. Finally, in all cases except for the hexokinase(Glc) manipulation, the enzyme activity changes led to an increase in the flux of vacuolar sucrose accumulation, J "" , with the greatest increase observed for the manipulation of vacuolar sucrose import activity (Figure 3 ). While the decrease of hexokinase(Glc) to 20 % of its reference level reduced futile cycling to less than 5 %, the flux of sucrose accumulation (J "" ) decreased to approximately one third of its original value at the same time (Figure 3c) .
DISCUSSION
This paper describes a pathway analysis, kinetic model and control analysis of sucrose metabolism in medium-mature sugar cane culm. We set out by delineating the problem that the factors controlling sucrose accumulation in sugar cane are at present not fully understood. Because the pathways around sucrose are highly branched (Figure 1 ), we used a structural analysis to find all the elementary modes, i.e. all possible elementary steady-state flux distributions (Table 3 ). This analysis, in addition, detected all possible futile cycles in the metabolic system, some of which are energetically wasteful.
Because futile cycling of sucrose has been observed experimentally [3] and is predicted to affect sucrose accumulation, we combined all the available kinetic data for the pathway enzymes into a detailed kinetic model. The steady-state intermediate concentrations calculated by the model agreed well with independent direct determinations, although no kinetic parameters were fitted. We did not fit the parameters because there are many more model parameters than experimental observables that can be used for fitting.
Applying metabolic control analysis to the kinetic model, we calculated which steps had the greatest control on the futile cycling ratio J * \J "" . It is worth noting that the futile cycling control coefficients for all the steps sum to zero ; this follows from the fact that C J * /J ""
, and that the J * -and J "" -control coefficients individually sum to unity (the summation theorem for flux-control coefficients [24, 25] ). Hence, some steps will lead to an increase in futile cycling, whereas others will decrease the J * \J "" ratio ( Figure 2 ). When the activities of all steps are increased by the same fractional amount, all the fluxes will increase by the same fractional amount and the metabolite concentrations will be unchanged ; as a consequence the futile cycling ratio J * \J "" will also be unchanged. The activities of those steps with the numerically largest C J * /J "" values were then varied 5-fold to analyse systematically the effects on futile cycling, the flux of sucrose accumulation, and the conversion efficiency from hexoses into sucrose. This allowed us to develop rational enhancement strategies : in view of the modelling results, overexpression of the fructose or glucose transporter or vacuolar sucrose importer, and reduction of invertase are the most promising targets (Figure 3 ). It should be noted that although decreasing hexokinase(Glc) levels reduced futile cycling, the flux of sucrose accumulation was decreased at the same time, which discounts this manipulation as a useful experimental enhancement strategy.
The construction of the kinetic model involved a number of simplifications. First, the vacuolar compartment was not modelled explicitly. The reasons for this were 3-fold : (i) at present, it is impossible to distinguish experimentally between cytosolic and vacuolar metabolite pools ; (ii) there is insufficient information on the transport steps for sucrose, glucose and fructose across the vacuolar membrane ; and (iii) the model presented here is a first approach at describing sucrose metabolism in sugar cane quantitatively, and in that should minimize the number of unknowns. Nevertheless, future extensions of this model should certainly include the vacuolar compartment, as it fulfils an important storage function. However, such an extension will preclude a steady-state analysis as presented in the present paper, since sucrose is continually accumulated in the vacuole during the sugar cane tissue maturation process and a true steady state is never established for the complete sucrose metabolism (including the vacuole). The results presented, therefore, at best approximate the quasi steady state in the cytosol for mediummature sugar cane culm tissue (internode 5). However, it would be an interesting extension of this work to simulate the timedependence of sucrose accumulation in sugar cane culm during the entire maturation process (i.e. extending over a period of months). This would require time-course kinetic modelling ; in addition, one would need to know how the maximal activities of the enzymes change with time during the maturation process.
A second simplification entailed the clamping of the concentrations of the metabolic cofactors ATP, ADP, UDP and P i at experimentally determined levels. In the living cell, these concentrations are free to vary. The reason for clamping them was that these cofactors participate in many more enzyme reactions than those explicated in the model, and their steady-state concentrations will be a function of all the reactions they participate in. We reasoned that fixing their concentrations at experimentally determined levels would give a more realistic representation of the system than calculating their concentration in the model on the basis of a clearly insufficient subset of reactions in which they participate. In a much larger model encompassing most of the reactions of central metabolism in sugar cane, the concentrations of the metabolic cofactors should of course be set free to vary. However, such a model is not yet available ; indeed, the model reported here can serve as a basis for further extension to include the other pathways.
Apart from addressing the simplifying assumptions described above, other model extensions could include the simulation of metabolism in different internodes, to assess effects of tissue maturation on flux and concentration distributions. The model can also be used to simulate metabolic behaviour in other plant tissues (e.g. leaves or roots) if the appropriate enzyme activity levels are known. The other kinetic parameters can be used unchanged, unless tissue-specific isoenzymes are expressed. This would prove a valuable extension of the present model, because carbohydrate flux distributions and partitioning differ markedly between source and sink tissues.
We have used the kinetic model in the present paper to investigate rational enhancement strategies for improvement of sucrose accumulation in sugar cane (Figure 3 ). On the basis of these simulations, experiments are currently underway in our laboratory to decrease neutral invertase activity using antisense technology in transgenic sugar cane plants. Should the model predictions (Figure 3d ) be borne out by these experimental results, this will provide additional validation for the model and give impetus to further in silico investigation of other possible manipulations towards sugar cane improvement.
In conclusion, the work in the present paper represents an example of an integrative approach to the analysis of the control and regulation of cellular systems [28] . The combination of quantitative experimentation with theoretical analysis and numerical simulation on the computer allows us to develop strategies for rationally manipulating these systems to our own advantage. More importantly, however, a kinetic model increases our understanding of such complex systems and enables us to describe their behaviour and regulation in a quantitative way. 
APPENDIX Rate equations used in the model
Literature references for kinetic details and parameter values are given in Table 1 .
Fructose uptake and glucose uptake
Fructose uptake (Figure 1, reaction 1 ) and glucose uptake (reaction 2) were modelled with irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics, with the intracellular sugar acting as a competitive inhibitor of the respective transport system :
Fru, fructose ; Glc, glucose ; subscript ' ex ', extracellular concentration.
Hexokinase
Hexokinase activity was simulated using an irreversible random order bi-reactant mechanism. Because the enzyme can phosphorylate both glucose and fructose, the two phosphorylating activities were modelled in separate reactions ( Figure 1 , reaction 3 for glucose phosphorylation and reaction 4 for fructose phosphorylation). We included competitive inhibition of the activity by the sugar phosphate products, as well as competitive inhibition by the sugar substrate for the other activity (fructose for reaction 3 and glucose for reaction 4) :
Fructokinase
There exists a separate fructokinase enzyme in sugar cane, which is only able to phosphorylate fructose and not glucose. This enzyme was modelled with irreversible random order bi-reactant kinetics, including competitive inhibition by ADP and non-competitive inhibition by the substrate fructose :
Sucrose phosphate synthase
Sucrose phosphate synthase ( Figure 1 , reaction 6) activity was modelled with a reversible ordered bi-reactant mechanism, with UDPglucose binding first and UDP dissociating last from the enzyme. The enzyme activity was defined positive in the direction of sucrose phosphate synthesis. P i was a competitive inhibitor with respect to fructose 6-phosphate :
Sucrose phosphatase
Sucrose phosphatase (Figure 1 , reaction 7) activity was modelled as an irreversible Michaelis-Menten mechanism :
Sucrose synthase
Sucrose synthase (Figure 1, reaction 8 ) activity was modelled with a reversible ordered bi-reactant mechanism, with UDP-glucose binding first and UDP dissociating last from the enzyme : 
The maximal activities and equilibrium constant in eqn (A8) are defined for the reaction proceeding in the direction of fructose synthesis, as the enzyme is most commonly assayed in this direction. However, the model calculated the flux through reaction 8 to proceed in the direction of sucrose synthesis ; hence, we defined this direction as positive and preceded the rate equation with a minus sign.
Neutral invertase
Neutral (cytosolic) invertase ( Figure 1 , reaction 9) activity was modelled as an irreversible Michaelis-Menten mechanism with competitive inhibition by fructose and non-competitive inhibition by glucose. As the mechanism of inhibition has not been determined in sugar cane, we assumed it to be the same as for carrot neutral invertase [29] :
Lower glycolysis
The lower part of glycolysis ( Figure 1, reaction 10 ) was modelled as a single reaction proceeding from fructose 6-phosphate, following irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics :
Vacuolar sucrose accumulation
Sucrose accumulation into the vacuole (Figure 1, reaction 11 ) was modelled as a reaction proceeding from cytosolic sucrose, following irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics :
UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase, phosphoglucomutase and phosphoglucoisomerase
The enzymes UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase, phosphoglucomutase and phosphoglucoisomerase were modelled as a single block, with the reactions assumed to be in equilibrium. This assumption was justified by experimentally determined mass-action ratios being close to the equilibrium constant under a variety of conditions [30, 31] . The reactions 3-6, 8 and 10 were thus simulated as interconverting a single hexose phosphate pool, and the concentrations of UDP-glucose, glucose 1-phosphate, glucose 6-phosphate and fructose 6-phosphate were calculated by distributing the hexose phosphate pool according to the equilibrium constants of the three reactions (see also Table 1 ).
Differential equations
The steady-state behaviour of the kinetic model was simulated by simultaneously solving the following set of differential equations and setting them equal to zero :
